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B B C Northern Ireland Schools

One Potato, Two PotatoOne Potato, Two PotatoAge  5 - 7

Summer 2007 Teacher's Notes

Key Stage 1

RADIO

Series Producer: Bernagh Brims

Presenters: Michael McDowell & Libby Smyth

Summer Term 2007

Tuesday 11.05 – 11.20am

24 April –  29 May 

BBC Radio Ulster

Medium Wave 1341 kHz

North West    792 kHZ

Enniskillen    673 kHZ

The series provides a training ground for the development of listening skills in P1-P3 pupils. Using a 

mixture of story, song, discussion, poetry and music, all locally based, the programmes are designed 

to encourage careful and constructive listening, to stimulate the imagination of young children and to 

extend their awareness of their own environment and heritage.

The themes chosen for the term are linked to allow a natural progression of ideas to fl ow from week 

to week. The theme this term is the environment and includes recycling, weather and wild life.

 Programmes

 1.         A Bottle, A Tin and A Plastic Bag 24 April

 2.         Recycling           1 May

 3.         Floating and Sinking         8 May

 4.         In Tune With The Weather             15 May

 5.         Wasps                                                   22 May

 6.         Seal Rescue         29 May

View Teacher’s Resources for these programmes

Missed a Broadcast?  Then order your CDs here.

Northern Ireland Curriculum

The series may be used to support the three main areas of study in English, Mathematics and 

Science.

The series will also assist with music, history, geography and cross-curricular themes.  These will 

include heritage, education for mutual understanding and health education.
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Tape Recording

Where possible, it would be an advantage to tape record programmes.  By using the pause button 

sections of the broadcast can be discussed leading to greater understanding or appreciation.  Many 

of the songs are very attractive and the children may well want to learn them or hear them again.

After the Broadcast

Each programme will offer material for discussion.  Some suggestions for further follow-up activities 

are given in the Teacher’s Notes or are made during the broadcasts.  Teacher’s might like to consider 

some or all of the following aspects of the programme.

 •   Discussion and/or recall of broadcast.

 •   Re-tell the story.

 •   Art or craft work.

 •   Topic or project work.

 •   Singing songs/repeating rhymes.

 •   Number work.

 •   Drama/acting the story/role play.

 •   Written work.

Talk to Us

Material from the children in the way of stories, songs, poems, drawings or letters 

will always be welcomed and acknowledged.

Teacher’s views too are very important, and we value your opinion on how the

series works in the classroom. 

To help us plan future programmes, please send your comments, information, criticism, or 

suggestions to:

The Producer

One Potato, Two Potato

BBC Broadcasting House

Ormeau Avenue

Belfast

BT2 8HQ

  

Or e-mail us at: education.ni@bbc.co.uk

Or send us a note using our  feedback form

A series provided by the BBC at the request of the Educational Broadcasting 

Council for Northern Ireland.
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A Bottle, a Tin and a Plastic Bag

Today’s environmental programme tells the story of the ‘Nasty’ family who leave all their rubbish 

behind after a day at the beach, and the consequences for another group of children who came after 

them.

Song
   Milk Bottle Tops and Paper Bags  words Pegsy Blakeley

                                                                   music Don Harper

   See link on teacher’s resources page for music and words

Story

The Nastys blew up their crisp bags and let then blow down the beach. They took the empty 

lemonade bottle and threw it onto the rocks behind them. There was a loud crash! The Nastys didn’t 

care. They didn’t want the bottle.They just laughed at the noise. The peaches were soon fi nished 

and they didn’t want the tin either so they chucked that into the rock pool. The plastic bag from the 

sandwiches was caught in the breeze and away, away it danced over the grassy sand dunes…

 Time scale for materials to disintegrate

 It takes aluminium cans 80    –   100  years

           glass bottles   1,000,000    years          

 plastic bags   10    –    20  years

 rubber boot sole  50    –    80  years

 woollen clothing   1     –      5  years

 orange and banana peel  2     –      5  years

  

After the programme

words for discussion:- ‘scrunchy’ feel of sand; claws (a crab); a rock pool; the water all ‘clouded’ 

with sand; a tin opener; jaggy edge; to be careless; sand dune; to rot away; a bottle bank; recycle.

 • Discuss the meaning of the word environment and gradually introduce the idea of personal,  

   local and global environments.

 • Discuss where waste is found round the school – ask the caretaker to come into the   

    classroom to talk about it.  How and where is rubbish disposed of i.e. where do the contents  

   of the classroom waste bin go, or the kitchen waste.  Is there litter in the school?  Is it often in  

        the same place – why are people dropping it there?  Note the location of litter bins – are they  

   in the right place?

 • What should you do with your rubbish?  Design posters to encourage people to put it in bins  

    – or take it home.

 • Ask the children to imagine/draw/describe a favourite beach.  What is it they like about it?   

    What could spoil it?

Programme 1
24 April

By Maureen Donnelly
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 • When asked to give an opinion about a place, young children will often describe it as being  

   ‘nice’ or ‘nasty’.  Talk about the many aspects that might make it so e.g. it might be safe,  

   clean, tidy, quiet, well cared for etc., or noisy, smelly, dirty, over-crowded, polluted, dangerous  

   etc.  (Some of these things can be a matter of opinion).

 • Introduce the idea of resources and how our consumer society has put a great strain on the 

     natural environment.  The Earth has fi nite resources, and cannot cope with all the   

     waste we expect it to absorb. Our individual actions all have an impact. Discuss with the 

     children what resources they use at home e.g. bath (water), television (electricity), the car  

   (petrol) and food.

 • Recycling – talk about or visit a recycling area near the school.

 • Make up a ‘rubbish bin’ of a variety of items and divide them into groups e.g. paper, metal,  

   plastic, cloth, glass, food (orange peel or something ‘clean’).  Decide what might be done with  

   each item  -  could it be reused, taken to a recycling bank, put on a compost heap, sent to a  

   charity shop?

 • Use some recycled products – collect some examples.  Make greeting cards from ‘waste’  

   materials, e.g. old wallpaper, magazines.  Paint a ‘recycled’ logo.

 • Make a ‘rubbish machine’ using recyclable materials.

Story Comprehension

 • What happened when the Nasty children threw their old peach can into a rock pool? (Tommy  

   cut his foot on it)

 • What did the Nastys do when they had fi nished their bottle of lemonade? (They threw it on a  

   rock and broke it)

 • What happened? (It punctured the other childrens’ rubber swimming rings)

 • Where did the plastic bag go when it was thrown on the beach? (It blew into the sand dunes  

   and nearly suffocated a baby rabbit).

N.B. When you visit a beach

 TAKE  ONLY  PHOTOS

 LEAVE  ONLY  FOOTPRINTS

Northern Ireland Curriculum

Science

Knowledge and Understanding

Materials: Environment   Pupils should be given opportunities to

     identify the range of litter around their 

     own locality; fi nd out how human 

     activities create a variety of waste

     products; fi nd out how some 

     materials decay naturally while

     others do not.
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Geography

The Natural Environment Pupils should have opportunities to fi nd

     out how people’s actions can affect 

     plants and animals.

English

Talking and Listening   Pupils should have opportunities to

     express thoughts, feelings and

     opinions in response to personal

     experiences, literature and media.

Cross-Curricular Links
   

 

    

MUSIC
Joining in a song

ART
Charts
Greeting cards
Construct objects
 with ‘waste’
Material Posters

SCIENCE
Recycling
Decay
Litter

PROGRAMME 1

GEOGRAPHY
World resources
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Recycling

A programme on recycling, asking the children to consider what they can do themselves to follow the 

‘3Rs’ – and Reuse, Recycle and Reduce.

Poem

   Our Rubbish

   What should we do with our rubbish?

   The bottles and empty jars,

   Food cartons and cardboard boxes,

   Fridge freezers and rusty cars?

   Perhaps we can recycle them,

   It’s easy as can be,

   Just take the old things that you have,

   And use them differently.

   Banana skins and eggshells,

   Help the garden grow a treat,

   And jam jars fi lled with nuts and bolts,

   Will keep the tool shed neat.

   Used clothes can still be handy,

   Take a needle and some thread,

   And from the different bits of cloth,

   Make a patchwork quilt instead.

   Or get a squeezy bottle

   When mum’s washing liquid’s done.

   To squirt your friends with bubbles,

   Again and again and again!

     Helena Sheridan

Story

Grandad had a surprise for Emma the next evening.  “Look at this!” he grinned, patting a long piece 

of furniture.  It had drawers in the middle with a cupboard on either side and was standing on four 

legs.  “What do you think?”

Emma wasn’t sure what to say.  “I think it’s a very nice sideboard.”

“Nice sideboard!” roared Grandad, “It’s a horrible, ugly sideboard – I’ve wanted to get rid of it for 

years – but it could be a wonderful hutch for Snowy.”

Programme 2
1 May

By Janice Johnston
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After the programme

words for discussion:- reuse; reduce; recycle; kitten (name for a baby rabbit); hutch; sideboard; 

charity shop.

 • Discuss the 3Rs – Reuse, Recycle and Reduce.  As a class, list some  

     ways they could do all three.

 • Talk about the things Libby and Michael did i.e Libby wore her sister’s 

     skirt and a jumper Michael didn’t want, both of which would have 

     been thrown out.  (Reuse).  By doing this they were (Reducing) the new things they needed  

   to buy. Michael was using a plastic food container to store his pencils (Recycle).

 • Discuss why the ‘3Rs’ are a good idea e.g. to conserve the world’s resources

  • saves money

  • helps prevent pollution from waste

  • (plastic takes hundreds of years to rot away)

  • reduces pollution caused by manufacturing processes. 

 • Any child with a pet will be able to talk about what they need to do to care for it properly.  (Do  

   they do it, or does someone else?)

 • Make a chart of all the types of pets the class have.

 • So that those in the class who don’t have a pet won’t feel left out, ask everyone to write about   

   the sort of pet they would like, what they would feed it on, and how they would look after it.

Story Comprehension

 • Talk about the things Emma’s family recycled or used again.

 • What did Grandad make into a rabbit hutch? (an old sideboard)

 • What did Emma’s lunchbox used to be? (an old ice-cream carton)

 • What was her quilt made from? (squares cut out from her favourite clothes when they   

     became too small)

 • What did Grandad keep his nails in? (a jam jar and an old paint pot)

 • What was Emma going to use for a feeding dish for her rabbit? (an old dish she had as a  

   baby, with rabbits on it)

 • Where did Mum buy the book on rabbits? (in the Charity Shop)

Northern Ireland Curriculum

Science

Materials:     Pupils should be given opportunities to: 

      sort a range of everyday objects groups 

      according to the materials from which they 

      are made; fi nd out how human activities create 

      a variety of waste products; fi nd out that    

      some materials decay while others do not.

Geography

Cross-Curricular themes:   Pupils should be given opportunities to: 

      understand the need to respect and take care 

      of the natural and man made environment around them.
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English

Talking and Listening:   Pupils should develop the ability to: 

      express thoughts and feelings;      

      present ideas and information.

Cross-Curricular  Links

MATHS
Charts

ENGLISH
Discussion
Comprehension

SCIENCE
Waste
Pollution

PROGRAMME 2

GEOGRAPHY
Environment
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Floating and Sinking

Today’s programme looks, in a simple form, at what makes objects fl oat or 

sink - their weight, shape or because they contain air.  Among the questions posed are why does a 

small metal drawing pin sink, and a huge metal ship fl oat?

Poems

    Floating

    I fl attened out my plasticine

    And set it in the tank

    And do you know the cheeky thing

    Turned round and slowly sank.

    But when I took it out again

    And shaped it like a boat

    It wasn’t cheeky any more

    For it began to fl oat.

    

    (Why did this happen?)

        

       Albert Crawford

    

    The Sad Stone

    Its easy to fl oat

    Said the blue rowing boat

    As it bobbed on the mill pond one day

    There’s nothing to that

    Said an old cricket bat

    As it bobbed and fl oated away.

    And see so can I

    Said a duck fl oating by

    With a swish and a splish and a quack

    But here I sit stuck

    In the mud Mister Duck

    Said the Stone oh alas and alack.

    And I can fl oat too

    Said a battered old shoe

    If I’m careful and sitting up straight

    And of course so can I

    Said a swan fl oating by

    With four cygnets behind and his mate.

Programme 3
8 May

By Albert Crawford
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    Deary me said the stone with a sort of a groan

    The whole world can fl oat past but me

    The branch and the boat

    And even the goat

    And the iron ship out on the sea.

    

    Oh stop all that groan

    Said the duck to the stone

    Quickly picking him up in his bill

    Sit there on my back

    And away with a quack

    They fl oated down to the mill.

       Albert Crawford

Story

Suddenly Tosh let out a little scream.  “We’re done for!” he cried, “We’ll never get over this mighty 

river”….. He looked wildly around him and suddenly he spotted something shining in the sun.  “Here,” 

he whispered, “help me push this into the river and we can climb on and fl oat across.  Hurry!” and he 

began to lift one side of the lid of an old sardine tin that was lying on the bank……

words for discussion:- drawing pin; wheat harvester; hay fi eld; the cat was feeling ‘a bit peckish’; 

dockin leaf.

 • Experiment with different objects and fi nd out why they fl oat or sink.  (Libby and

   Michael ask them about a sponge, a plastic mug, a pencil, a paperclip, a pair of 

   scissors and some paper and ask how armbands help you to learn to swim).

 • Talk about things that fl oat for a while, and then sink.  Why do they do this? 

 • Try fl oating an empty milk bottle on its side.  See how much sand is needed to    

   make it sit upright and not sink.

 • Float a paper boat.  How many marbles do you need to put in it before it sinks?  

    Why does it do this?

 • Libby talks about seeing different sorts of boats on Lough Erne.  What types of 

   boats might be made of wood, steel, fi bre glass, rubber or propelled by sails, 

   engines, oars or paddles.

 • Read the two poems again and think about their content.  Why did the boat-shaped

     plasticine fl oat and the fl at piece sink?  Discuss all the fl oating objects and 

     creatures in the Sad Stone poem.  How did they fl oat?

 • Do the children know the difference between weight and size?

 • Think of words that rhyme with fl oat.  Think of the words that rhyme with sink.  

   Now make up a little poem about things that fl oat, and another about things that sink.

Story Comprehension

 • Why are harvesters not friendly to fi eldmice?

 • Why did the sardine lid sink and the tin itself fl oat?

 • What was the cat called?  (Ginger)

 • What did the mice use to row their sardine tin boat?  (twigs)
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Northern Ireland Curriculum

Science

Materials and Properties:  Pupils should be given opportunities to 

      explore the properties of materials 

      including  shape, colour, texture and

      behaviour.

Animals and Plants:   Pupils should be given opportunities to

      fi nd out about some animals, including

      how they grow, feed, move and use

      their senses.

English

Talking and Listening:   Pupils should have opportunities to: 

      describe and talk about real and

      imaginary experiences and about people,

      places, things and events.

Cross-Curricular Links

 

ENGLISH
Discussion
Comprehension
Poetry

GEOGRAPHY
Animals
Environment

SCIENCE
Materials

PROGRAMME 3
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In Tune With the Weather

This week’s musical programme features some delightful weather songs and will also look at 

weather forecasts, wind and snow.

Songs

 Rain    words and music by Barbara Gray

 The Weather Forecast words and music by Barbara Gray

 Sun Calypso  words and music by Barbara Gray

 Snow    words and music by Barbara Gray

 The Wind   words and music by Barbara Gray

   

See link on teacher’s resources page for music and words

Fact File

Weather Forecasts

 • The job of studying the weather is done by a meteorologist. They have to 

   understand how weather works so they can predict what will happen next.

 • Information is collected from many sources, and from all over the world.  It is 

   recorded by weather stations on land and at sea, and from weather balloons,  

   weather satellites orbiting the earth, ships and aircraft. The information is

   fed into computers which produce weather maps. Most are accurate to a few

   days in advance, but sometimes mistakes can be made.

 • Who needs it?  Farmers need to know when to plant or harvest; roads need 

   gritting; fi shermen need accurate forecast of storms and sea conditions; we 

   like to know so we can plan ahead.

After the programme

words for discussion:- to ‘splatter’; a palm tree; ‘tropical sun’; a ‘gust’ of wind.

 • Listen to the songs again, and discuss the words.

 • Look at the Weather Forecast song. Make up weather forecasts for your area.  

   How are you going to produce them? As a song, a drawing, a report, or read 

   out, with diagrams, as if on television?

 • Let the children decide what their favourite sort of weather is – they must give

   reasons. Have a ‘debate’ on the pros and cons of the different sorts.

 • Discuss why we need a variety of weather.  List all the reasons why we are relatively lucky  

   with the type of weather we have, where we don’t usually experience the extremes.

Programme 4
15 May

By Barbara Gray
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 • Observe the wind ‘speed’ over a week and keep a chart.  Decide on a rough

     measure e.g.

  0 no wind

  1 leaves blowing

  2 branches swaying

  3 articles moving etc.

 • Make some snow fl akes. Cut out white paper circles (trace round a paper 

   plate?)  Fold the circle in half, and then the half circle into thirds (to form 

   six equal segments) cut the corners of the folded paper and chunks out of the  

   straight sides.  Open up.

 • Talk about the different sorts of clothes we wear for different weather.

 • Are the clothes you are wearing now suitable to wear inside and out?  Would

   you need to change anything?

 • Waterproofi ng.  Bring in a variety of materials and fabrics, and discuss which

   might keep you dry.

 • Talk about people who work outside, and what protection they might need at  

   different times of the year – from cold, rain, wind, sun etc.  (Think of farmers,

   builders, fi shermen, lollipop men and women).

 • Talk about sunburn, and the need to protect their own skin.

 • Talk about and list the variety of things the children can do in different weather. 

    What can they only do in summer, what is best about winter, what is their 

    favourite weather and why.

 • Discuss the jobs some people do which are dependent on, or very affected by,

   the weather.

 • Weather Forecasting.  (See fact fi le above).  Who needs to know what the 

            weather will be like, and why.  Try to predict what the weather will be like 

   tomorrow.  Draw a weather map – and then see if you were right!

 • Invent symbols for different sorts of weather.

  • Shadows.  Make shadow pictures with hands on a white surface.  Record the progress  

   of the sun at hourly intervals by placing sticks in the ground at the edge of a shadow 

   – or marking it with coloured tape on the classroom fl oor or wall.

 • Make a weather collage using different weather pictures e.g. kites, trees blowing, 

   snowmen, wellington boots, swimming togs.  Have a brain-storming session and ask 

   for suggestions – if you get enough, they might be divided into seasons and you could 

   produce four collages.

Northern Ireland Curriculum

English

Talking and Listening:  Pupils should be given opportunities to express

     thoughts, feelings and opinions in response to

     personal experiences, literature, media and

     curricular topics or activities e.g. respond to

     an educational broadcast.

Reading:    Pupils should have opportunities to listen 

     to and understand a range of texts which are     

     read aloud, including those presented on tape,    

     radio or television.
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Writing:    Pupils should have opportunities to write for a

     variety of purposes and to express their      

      thoughts, feelings and imaginings; describe;

     narrate.

Geography

Weather:    Pupils should have opportunities to learn about: 

     the weather in their local area; changes in

          weather through the seasons; how weather

     effects people’s lives; the weather in other 

     places.

Science

Investigating  & Evaluating: Pupils should have opportunities to: present 

     their fi ndings using appropriate methods e.g.

     block graphs, labelled pictures, bar charts etc.

Materials.  Properties:  Pupils should be given opportunities to: 

     investigate similarities and differences in

     materials and objects and sort them according to

     their properties e.g. those which absorb water 

     and those which are waterproof.

Change:    Pupils should be given opportunities to: fi nd out 

     about the effects of heating and cooling some

     everyday substances such as water.

Maths

Handling Data:   Pupils should have opportunities to: collect data

     and record it; help to design an observation sheet

     and use it to record a set of data leading to a 

     frequency table, and collate and analyse the 

     results.

Music

Composing:   Pupils should have opportunities to: play with 

     sound; select and use sounds to express mood 

     and atmosphere.

Performing:    Pupils should have opportunities to: join in 

     singing rhymes and simple songs; develop an

     awareness of simple features in songs and 

     accompaniments which they sing and play.

Listening & Responding: Pupils should have opportunities to: respond

     imaginatively to a variety of short pieces of
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     music; think and talk about the features and

     effects of the music they create, perform    

     and listen to.

Art     Pupils should have opportunities to: experiment

     with paint; make three dimensional structures

     by assembling, arranging and joining a variety

     of materials.

Cross-Curricular Links

   

MUSIC
Songs
Weather Music

MATHS
Charts
Handling Data

GEOGRAPHY
Weather Observation

ENGLISH
Made-up weather forecasts
Discussion

PROGRAMME 4
ART
Make snow 
flakes
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Wasps

Wasps are considered to be a hazard by many people during the warmer months.  In today’s 

story Colvin decides he is a friend of wasps – though later he is not so sure.

Fact File

 • There are more then one million different species of insect, divided into thirty

   major groups, separated mainly by differences in the wings and the methods

   of feeding.

 • Wasps have biting jaws, used for eating solid food (as have grasshoppers 

   and beetles).  The jaws are not inside the mouth, but are really special legs, 

   just outside the mouth.  There are sharp teeth on them which cut the food into

   small pieces.  Other ‘legs’ around the mouth help to hold the food and put it

   into the mouth when it has been cut up.  The jaws and other feeding limbs are

   collectively known as the mouth-parts of the insect.

 • The wasp’s sting is its means of defence.  Unlike some other insects and 

   animals which employ camoufl age as a protection, wasps depend on their  

   bold colours as a warning to predators.  Only female wasps can sting.

 • Some insects, such as the hoverfl y, survive because their colours resemble a

   wasp’s.  Birds avoid them for this reason.  There are many such examples of  

   mimicry in a variety of harmless insects.

Poem/Song

    It’s morning in the kitchen,

    Soon breakfast will begin;

    We’ll have bread with jam or honey

    And some fancy biscuits from the tin.

    But bread and fancy biscuits

    Are not much fun to chew,

    When a yellow, busy, buzzing wasp,

    Decides he’ll have some too.

    It’s a picnic in the country,

    We have chicken legs and jelly;

    All laid out on a blanket

    Like a picture on the telly.

    But when we pour our lemonade,

    Guess who fl ies into view –

    A big fat buzzing busy wasp,

    Has come and joined the queue.

    Buy an ice cream at the seaside,

    A wafer or a ninety-nine,

    With lots of raspberry topping,

Programme 5
22 May

By Sam McBratney
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    And no doubt you’re feeling fi ne.

    But if you buy an ice cream,

    You’d better eat it quick,

    Or an uninvited guest with wings,

    Will fl y down for a lick.

      Sam McBratney

Story

“Boy, I’d like to zap that cheeky wasp,” Colvin thought.  “It had no business coming into my 

house and stinging my mother like that.  Probably it was the very same one that sneaked into my 

classroom… … 

After the Programme

 • Discuss the class’s attitude to wasps and the best way to deal with them.

 • Discuss some ways insects and animals protect themselves e.g. by colour 

        camoufl age; the possession of spines (hedgehogs); mimicry of another 

         species; stings; bright colouring.

Story Comprehension

 • Why did Colvin’s teacher, Miss Lynn, says he was brave?  (He stayed still while the   

   wasp buzzed around him).

 • Why did Tall Norman do the wrong thing?  (He yelled and panicked).

 • What did the teacher do?  (Let the wasp out of the window).

 • Why did Colvin decide to ‘zap’ the wasps?  (His mother was stung).

 • What did he use?  (His sister Beccy’s badmington racket).

 • Where were the wasps?  (In a hole at the far side of the nettle fi eld)

 • Why was ‘zapping wasps’ a bad idea?

Northern Ireland Curriculum

Geography

The Natural Environment: Pupils should have opportunities to learn about 

     some plants and animals from their

     local area; fi nd out how people’s actions can 

     effect plants and animals.

Science

Living Things:   Pupils should be given opportunities to: fi nd out

     about animals and their young, including how 

      they grow, feed and use their senses.

English

Talking and Listening:  Pupils should have opportunities to: describe 

     and talk about real and imaginary experiences 

     and about people, places, things and events.
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Cross-Curricular Links

GEOGRAPHY
Creatures from 
local area

ART
Colour
Camouflage
Danger Signals

SCIENCE
Growth
Flight
Use of Senses
Insects
Friends & Enemies
Seasonal Changes

HEALTH 
EDUCATION
Treatment of Stings

PROGRAMME 5
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Seal Rescue

Song

   Home From the Sea by Phil Coulter

    See Link on Teacher’s Resource Page for Words

Some Seal Information:  Seals are mammals.  There are two types found around our coast, grey 

seals and common or harbour seals, and among other places, there are large colonies at the mouth 

of Strangford Lough, Murlough Bay (in Co Down) and Rathlin.

Grey seals have a horse-like head with a convex ‘Roman’ nose.  They give birth to a single pup 

on beaches or hidden sea caves from July to November.  They are born with a white coat and are 

nursed on their mother’s milk for around seventeen days before they learn to forage on their own for 

fi sh at fi ve to six weeks old.

Common seals have a more dog-like face with characteristic seal’s big eyes.  They have their pups 

on beaches and tidal sandfl ats from May to July.  The pups are much more active than the grey seal 

pups, learning to forage much earlier as they accompany their mother on short trips while she is still 

nursing.

The Seal Sanctuary at Exploris in Portaferry cares for injured or sick seal pups before rehabilitating 

them into the wild.  They have a wealth of information available to schools, and also welcome school 

visits.  For further information, contact the Education Offi cer, Andrew O’Neill at 02842728062.

After the Programme

Words for discussion:- seal ‘colony’; lifeboat; distress rocket; fl ipper; sanctuary; injured.

 •  Provide a picture of a seal, if possible.  Look at its shape and how its body is 

        streamlined for mobility in the water.   NB adult seals can stay under water for up  

        to half an hour.

 • Talk about lifeboats.

 •  A baby seal is called a pup.  Do a project on the names of other baby animals.

Story Comprehension

 • What was the baby seal called?  (Roan)

 • How about his mother? (Taisie)

 • What colour was his fur?  (White)

 • What did the fi sherman do when their boat was sinking?  (Fire a distress      

             rocket)

 • Where did the life boat come from?  (Portrush)
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Seal Rescue One Potato, Two Potato

  • How did Roan become injured?  (he was washed out of the cave by a huge wave, and  tore

             his fl ipper on a sharp rock!)

 • Who rescued him?  (the lifeboat captain and crew)

 • Where did they take him (Exploris Seal Sanctury)

Northern Ireland Curriculum

Science

Living Things:  Pupils should be given opportunities to: fi nd out about

    animals and their young; fi nd out about some animals,

    including how they grow, feed, move and use their 

    senses. 

Geography

The Natural Environment:  Pupils should have opportunities to learn about:

       some animals from their local area.

English

Talking and Listening: Pupils should have opportunities to: describe and talk

    about real and imaginary experiences, and about people,

    places, things and events.

Cross-Curricular Links

 

    

 

ENGLISH
Comprehension

SCIENCE
Animals

GEOGRAPHY
Animals in the local 
environment 
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Credits

Peggly Blakely and Don Harper  for song Milk Bottle, Tops and Paper Bags published A & C Black

Phil Coulter for song Home From the Sea published by Four Seasons Music Ltd

 


